There is converging evidence that the observation of an action activates a corresponding motor representation in the observer through a 'mirror-matching' mechanism. However, research on such 'shared representations' of perception and action has widely neglected the question of how we can distinguish our own motor intentions from externally triggered motor representations. By investigating the inhibition of imitative response tendencies, as an index for the control of shared representations, we can show that self -other distinction plays a fundamental role in the control of shared representations. Furthermore, we demonstrate that overlapping brain activations can be found in the anterior fronto-median cortex (aFMC) and the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) area for the control of shared representations and complex social-cognitive tasks, such as mental state attribution. In a functional magnetic resonance imaging experiment, we functionally dissociate the roles of TPJ and aFMC during the control of shared representations. Finally, we propose a hypothesis stating that the control of shared representations might be the missing link between functions of the mirror system and mental state attribution.
INTRODUCTION
Converging evidence from cognitive psychology and neuroscience strongly suggests that perception and execution of action are tightly linked. The mere observation of an action activates a corresponding motor representation in the observer, suggesting that perception and action rely on a 'shared representational system' (Prinz 1997) . Substantial efforts have been made to investigate the functional role of shared representations in imitation (Brass & Heyes 2005) , action understanding (Rizzolatti & Craighero 2004; Hurley 2008 ) and also in empathy (Gallese 2003; Bastiaansen et al. 2009 ). Despite the efforts that have been devoted to investigate shared representations per se, one fundamental problem of a shared representational system has been widely neglected, namely how it is possible that such a system is able to distinguish between motor representations that have been internally generated and those that have been triggered by observing others' actions ( Jeannerod 1999) . This pivotal question of why we do not imitate all the time is central to the present article.
We will first briefly summarize evidence for shared representations of perception and action. Then we will introduce the idea that a shared representational system necessitates key processes related to the control of shared representations. We will then present previous evidence indicating that the control of shared representations involves processes that are also required for more complex social-cognitive skills such as mentalizing (i.e. our ability to infer other people's mental states). Support for this idea will be provided by a meta-analysis focusing on overlap of neuroimaging activations in two brain regions, the anterior fronto-median cortex (aFMC) and the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ). Furthermore, a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study will be presented differentiating the functional roles of these two brain areas. Finally, we will propose an account that suggests that the control of shared representations provides the missing link between shared representations and social cognition.
(a) Evidence for shared representations There is evidence from different research fields for the assumption that perception and execution of an action have a common representational basis (Brass & Heyes 2005) . First, it has been demonstrated that the observation of an action primes the corresponding motor representation in the observer Massen & Prinz 2009 ). For example, executing an action while concurrently observing an incongruent action leads to slower responses compared with observation of a congruent action during action execution. Research on such 'motor priming' effects has focused on the conditions under which it occurs (Liepelt et al. 2008) , the role of low-level factors in motor priming (Bertenthal et al. 2006 ) and the influence of motor learning (Catmur et al. 2009) . A second line of evidence for shared representations is provided by brain imaging studies showing that the observation of an action activates brain areas that are also involved in motor planning and execution (Grezes & Decety 2001) . Research in this domain was initially motivated by the discovery of 'mirror neurons' in macaque monkeys, which were found to be active both when the monkey observes and executes a specific behaviour . Brain imaging research thus focused primarily on defining the neural correlates of shared representations in humans and tried to reveal how these neural circuits relate to brain areas that have been demonstrated to house mirror neurons in monkeys. Furthermore, social psychology has started to investigate the role of shared representations in social cognition (Chartrand & Bargh 1999) . This research focuses on the social consequences of imitation and under which conditions social imitation occurs (van Baaren et al. 2009 ). Finally, clinical neuropsychological research revealed that prefrontal patients sometimes display imitative response tendencies (Lhermitte et al. 1986; de Renzi et al. 1996; Brass et al. 2003) . Patients with so-called 'imitation behaviour' tend to overtly imitate the experimenter, but when asked about the reason for the imitative behaviour, most patients claimed that they thought they were supposed to do so. Hence, imitation of the observed behaviour seems to turn into their intention, suggesting a problem in distinguishing selfgenerated motor intentions from externally triggered motor intentions.
To summarize, different strings of research support the idea of shared representations of perception and action. Furthermore, there is some indication that shared representations lead to automatic imitative response tendencies under specific contextual conditions and in patients with prefrontal lesions. However, research so far has widely neglected the precise functional mechanisms and brain circuits that are involved in the control of shared representations. In particular, the question arises how we can distinguish self-generated and externally triggered motor representations? (b) Is it me or is it you? Shared representations and self -other distinction Taking a closer look at action control theories, which highlight the underlying mechanisms and the acquisition of shared representations of action, may be helpful to further understand the problem of selfother distinction in a shared representational system (Brass & Heyes 2005) . The ideomotor theory, as an instantiation of such a model, assumes that the perceivable consequences of an action become associated through learning with the motor programme. Motor representations hence contain the sensory consequences of actions, so that perceiving an action automatically activates the equivalent motor representation in the observer (Prinz 2005) . As outlined earlier, this constitutes the basis for a shared representational system of perceived and internally planned actions ('common coding theory'; Prinz 1997). However, this shared representational system does not explicitly code by whom the corresponding motor representation was caused ( Jeannerod 1999) . Hence, mechanisms are needed to keep apart self-and other-related motor representations (Decety & Grezes 2006) . Such mechanisms allow avoiding automatic imitative behaviour in situations where an observed action leads to the activation of a motor representation that is not intended.
(c) A common network for the inhibition of imitative behaviour, self -other distinction and mind reading In accordance with this assumption, recent brain imaging data suggest that the control of shared representations of action involves brain regions, which are related to self -other distinction and perspective taking (perspective taking can require taking a third person perspective in a bodily sense or taking the other person's mental perspective; Brass et al. 2001 . Two fMRI studies investigated the neural correlates of controlling automatic imitative response tendencies, which can be used to index the control of shared representations. In this 'imitation-inhibition task', participants have to lift their index or middle finger in response to a number, while watching congruent (i.e. the same) or incongruent (i.e. the opposite) finger movements of a video-taped hand (Brass et al. 2000;  figure 1a ). In congruent trials, the video-taped hand executes a finger movement that is identical to the instructed movement; therefore, the participants are not required to distinguish their intended action from the observed action. Their response can be considered a 'quasi-imitative' reaction, which is normally indicated by faster reaction times on congruent trials (Brass et al. 2000) . On the contrary, in incongruent trials, the instructed movement differs from the observed movement, which introduces an automatic, imitative tendency to execute the observed movement. This necessitates subjects to enforce the intended movement against the observed action, reflected in longer reaction times on incongruent trials (Brass et al. 2000) . The required response on incongruent trials reflects therefore a non-imitative reaction with regard to the perceived movement. This allows measuring the interference effect (incongruent minus congruent condition for reaction times or errors). Controlling automatic imitative response tendencies yielded activation in the aFMC (Brass et al. 2001 and the TPJ . These brain regions have been implicated in the sense of agency (i.e. determine who is the cause or initiator of an action or thought; Farrer et al. 2003) , perspective taking (Ruby & Decety 2003 ) and self-referential processing (Northoff & Bermpohl 2004) . The aFMC and the TPJ are, in fact, the core brain regions of a network involved in mentalizing or having a 'theory of mind', defined as the ability to reflect on other people's mental states (e.g. Amodio & Frith 2006 ). This raises the interesting possibility that the control of shared representations involves similar functional-anatomical structures and cognitive mechanisms as more complex socio-cognitive skills ('functional overlap hypothesis').
(d) Empirical evidence for a functionalanatomical overlap of imitation inhibition, self -other distinction and mentalizing To provide further evidence for the functional overlap hypothesis, we compared the results of the two imitation-inhibition studies within two meta-analyses. The first meta-analysis focused on the aFMC and included studies from two recent meta-analyses (Amodio & Frith 2006; Gilbert et al. 2006) and six additional Theory of Mind studies (ToM; BaronCohen et al. 1999; Gallagher et al. 2000; Rilling et al. 2004; den Ouden et al. 2005; Hynes et al. 2006; Moriguchi et al. 2006) , resulting in a total of 19 studies on self-referential processing (22 activation peaks) and 26 studies on mentalizing (31 activation peaks). The second meta-analysis for the right TPJ was based on a recent meta-analysis (Decety & Lamm 2007) and four new studies on agency processing (Balslev et al. 2006; David et al. 2007; Tankersley et al. 2007; Farrer et al. 2008) . Thus, in total, 19 studies (24 activation peaks) were included on agency tasks and 23 studies (28 activation maxima) on mentalizing. The results revealed a persuasive overlap of activations between imitative control and the social-cognitive functions in aFMC and TPJ (figure 1b).
However, while these meta-analyses provided evidence for a potential overlap of the control of shared representations and mentalizing across different studies, it is crucial to prove that such an overlap can be also demonstrated using a within-subject approach. Evidence for this claim was hitherto primarily based on descriptive, between-experiment and between-subject comparisons of activated regions. This makes interpretations more difficult owing to existing differences, for example, in imaging and analysis procedures between laboratories and differences in neuroanatomy between subject groups. Therefore, it would be more conclusive to observe this overlap of common, activated regions within one study and not between studies. We thus carried out a within-subject fMRI study, where we directly compared the neural circuits involved in the inhibition of imitative behaviour with brain circuits involved in social-cognitive processes (Spengler et al. in press) . Participants completed a version of the imitationinhibition task, a mentalizing task, a paradigm assessing self-referential judgments and agency processing. Activations in the individual tasks were tested for common overlap by means of a conjunction analysis. As predicted, commonly activated regions occurred selectively in aFMC and TPJ. Controlling imitation recruited a region in aFMC, overlapping with activations during mentalizing and self-referential thoughts. In the TPJ an area overlapped between imitative control, mentalizing and agency processing. These results mirror the meta-analytic data, showing an overlap of activated brain regions in aFMC and TPJ between studies on imitative control and social cognition.
Finally, we wanted to test whether deficits in the imitation-inhibition task are associated with impairments in perspective-taking and mentalizing. In order to do so, we correlated these tasks in braindamaged patients with lesions around the TPJ and the prefrontal cortex (Spengler et al. submitted) . If the inhibition of imitative behaviour shares neural resources with mentalizing and perspective taking these tasks should be strongly correlated in patients that vary regarding the integrity of these neural resources. Supporting the hypothesis, a highly significant correlation could be found between a mentalizing task and the imitation-inhibition task in the group with frontal lesions. Temporo-parietal lesioned patients showed a highly significant correlation between the imitation-inhibition task and both cognitive and visual perspective taking. Even after controlling for the performance in the control condition of the ToM task and several tests on executive functions, assessing response inhibition, mental flexibility and working memory, the results remained significant.
To summarize, our data strongly suggest that the inhibition of imitative behaviour overlaps with higher level social-cognitive abilities both at the functional and the neural level. However, while the research we reported focused primarily on the common role of aFMC and TPJ in the control of shared representations, there is strong evidence that their contribution to this function can be functionally dissociated.
(e) Dissociating the role of anterior fronto-median cortex and temporo-parietal junction Despite extensive research on the role of TPJ and aFMC in social cognition, the differential role of these two areas is still poorly understood. The TPJ has been related to key computations in the social domain, such as agency processing and motor perspective taking (Ruby & Decety 2001; Blanke et al. 2002; Farrer & Frith 2002; Farrer et al. 2003) , but also in other non-social processes, such as spatial attention (Corbetta et al. 2000; Mitchell 2008 ). On the other hand, this area is very often activated during mentalizing tasks (Saxe & Wexler 2005; Legrand & Ruby 2009 ). Thus, it is still an open question whether the TPJ comprises a single brain area or whether different subareas can be dissociated within the TPJ (Mitchell 2008) .
The aFMC has similarly been related to a number of cognitive operations. Among the most dominant views is its role in self-referential processing and mentalizing (for an overview, see Amodio & Frith 2006; Legrand & Ruby 2009 ). Furthermore, the aFMC is part of the 'default network', a circuit of brain regions that show elevated activation levels in resting state situations (Raichle et al. 2001) . We think that specifying the role of these two brain regions in the control of shared representations will allow us to gain deeper insight regarding their functional role in social cognition.
In the imitation-inhibition task TPJ and aFMC show a very similar activation pattern, with stronger activation in incongruent compared with congruent trials . Nevertheless, from a functional-anatomical point of view, it is very unlikely that both areas serve a similar function in the inhibition of imitative response tendencies. We have argued previously that the TPJ is involved in selfother distinction by indicating that the observed behaviour is related to another agent. Here, it is crucial to note that self -other confusion in the imitationinhibition task presumably only occurs at a very early processing stage but not at the conscious level. Participants are always aware that the hand on the computer screen is not their hand. However, in such an early processing stage, attribution of the observed behaviour to the self might only occur if the observed behaviour is congruent to the planned behaviour, whereas observing an incongruent movement leads to an attribution of the observed behaviour to another person. In contrast, we assume that the aFMC is required to enforce one's own motor intention against the externally triggered response tendency. This is required when the observed action conflicts with the to-be-executed action. As long as participants observe the behaviour while they are preparing their response, these two cognitive operations of TPJ and aFMC are not dissociable because both are more strongly required in the incongruent condition. However, one can dissociate these two functions by changing the timing of the observed and instructed movement. When the observed behaviour follows execution of the instructed behaviour, different predictions result for TPJ and aFMC. TPJ should show stronger activation regardless of whether the observed movement is incongruent or congruent because a movement that is considerably delayed, with respect to the implementation of a motor intention, necessarily belongs to someone else. Therefore, even the congruent movement is, in these cases, attributed to another person. On the contrary, the aFMC should show no activation regardless of congruency because participants have already implemented their motor intention before the congruent or incongruent movement occurs. Hence, presenting the congruent and incongruent finger movements after participants have executed their response should lead to an abolishment of the congruency effect in TPJ and aFMC. However, in TPJ, the activation level in the delayed condition should be similar to the incongruent condition of the simultaneous presentation (i.e. a relatively high level of activation), while in aFMC it should be similar to the congruent condition (i.e. a relatively low level of activation).
In a recent fMRI study, we tried to test these predictions. The basic logic of this experiment was based on the imitation-inhibition task that has been described earlier. Similarly, in the present paradigm, participants were required to execute index and middle finger movements and observed congruent or incongruent movements of the index or middle finger. However, we changed the original paradigm in two important ways. First, we administered a condition where participants either had to imitate or counter-imitate an index or a middle finger movement. Whether they had to imitate or counter-imitate was indicated by a symbolic stimulus. We called this condition the simultaneous condition because participants had to represent the observed movement and the instruction at the same time. The aim of this manipulation was to test whether we can replicate previous findings of aFMC and TPJ involvement with a paradigm that requires participants to respond to the observed movement in an imitative or non-imitative manner. Furthermore, we wanted to use this condition to localize the brain areas that are involved in overcoming imitative behaviour. The second and most crucial manipulation of the current experiment was related to the time at which participants observed the finger movements. In the delayed condition, participants first had to execute a lifting movement of the index or middle finger in response to a number. The observed finger movement was then triggered by the execution of the subject's finger movement and therefore only occurred after participants had executed their finger movement.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS
We tested 20 subjects with functional MRI. In the simultaneous condition, participants had to imitate the observed movement when a green cross appeared or had to counter-imitate when a red cross appeared. In the delayed condition, they had to lift their index finger from an infrared-light key when a '1' appeared and had to lift their middle finger when a '2' appeared. The offset of participant's finger from the response key triggered the presentation of the congruent or incongruent finger movement (figure 2). The simultaneous and delayed conditions were presented in separate blocks of 18 trials with 14 experimental trials (seven congruent and seven incongruent) randomly intermixed with four null events (a resting baseline in an eventrelated design). Each block was presented five times, resulting in 35 trials for each of the four conditions MAPPING (congruent versus incongruent) Â DELAY (simultaneous versus delayed). The blocks were randomly intermixed with two other types of blocks (involving a motor imagery manipulation) that are not relevant for the current analysis. Scanning was carried out on a 3T Bruker scanner with 20 axial slices (19.2 cm field of view; 64 Â 64 matrix; 4 mm) using a standard EPI sequence (repetition time: 2000 ms; echo time: 30 ms; 908 flip angle). Data were analysed using the Lipsia software package. Data were movement and slicetime corrected. Then a spatial Gaussian filter with sigma ¼ 1 and a temporal filter of 1/80 Hz was applied. All functional datasets were individually registered into the three-dimensional space using the participants' individual high resolution dataset. Finally, all data were interpolated to 3 Â 3 Â 3 spatial resolution and linearly normalized to Talairach space. Data were modelled with a haemodynamic response function with a variable delay. The statistical analysis was carried out using a random-effects model. First, we contrasted the incongruent and congruent condition of the simultaneous blocks to identify the brain areas that are involved in overcoming imitative behaviour. In accordance with previous work , we could identify significant brain activation (p , 0.001) in aFMC (x: 1, y: 39, z: 18) and in TPJ (x: 52, y: 254, z: 21; figure 3, left panel). In order to investigate the activation pattern of these brain regions in the delayed condition, we carried out a signal strength analysis in these two brain regions. We extracted the mean beta value from these coordinates for each experimental condition and entered them into a three-way ANOVA with the factors AREA (aFMC, TPJ), MAPPING (congruent versus incongruent) and DELAY (simultaneous, delayed). The behavioural data were also analysed with an ANOVA including only two factors (MAPPING, DELAY).
RESULTS
The behavioural results revealed a main effect for DELAY with faster responses in the delayed than in the simultaneous condition, F(1, 19) ¼ 143.5, p , 0.01. Furthermore, a main effect of MAPPING was found, F(1, 19) ¼ 7.7, p , 0.05. Participants were faster in the congruent than in the incongruent mapping. The interaction failed to reach significance, F(1, 19) ¼ 2.9, p ¼ 0.10. However, because we had an a priori hypothesis regarding differential MAPPING effects in the simultaneous and delayed condition (in fact a behavioural MAPPING effect in the delayed condition is logically impossible), we computed the MAPPING effect separately. While in the simultaneous condition reaction times were significantly faster in congruent (633 ms) compared with incongruent trials (670 ms), t(19) ¼ 2.5, p , 0.05, in the delayed condition, no such effect was found (congruent: 478, incongruent: 484), t(19) ¼ 0.9, p ¼ 0.38. The MAPPING effect in the simultaneous condition indicates that participants indeed show interference similar to our previous studies, in which the observed movement was presented on the irrelevant dimension.
In a first step of the fMRI data analysis, we analysed aFMC and TPJ separately ( figure 3, right panel) . When splitting the analysis for the two brain regions the TPJ showed a DELAY by MAPPING interaction, F(1, 19) ¼ 5.1, p , 0.05. A MAPPING effect (incongruent . congruent) was found for the simultaneous condition, t(19) ¼ 4.59, p , 0.001, but was absent when the movement was presented after motor execution, t(19) ¼ 0.47, p ¼ 0.64. Furthermore, a MAPPING main effect was found, F(1, 19) ¼ 14.2, p , 0.01, demonstrating that presentation of the movement after motor execution leads to a generally stronger activation of the TPJ. It becomes obvious from figure 3 that the aFMC has negative beta values in all conditions. However, this is a common finding for this area that is difficult to interpret because it relies on the interpretation of the null line. Therefore, we will focus on relative differences between conditions. Similar to the TPJ, the aFMC also revealed a DELAY by MAPPING interaction, F(1, 19) ¼ 6.5, p , 0.05. Participants showed a MAPPING effect (incongruent . congruent) in the simultaneous condition, t(19) ¼ 3.2, p , 0.01, but no such mapping effect was found when the movement was shown after motor execution, t(19) ¼ 21.19, p ¼ 0.24. Furthermore, a main effect of DELAY showed a statistical trend, F(1, 19) ¼ 3.5, p ¼ 0.076. However, the direction of this effect was opposite to the TPJ with a stronger activation in the simultaneous condition compared with the condition where the movement was presented after motor execution.
Second, we entered both brain areas as a two-level factor in an additional ANOVA to test for interactions across brain regions. This analysis revealed a clear dissociation of aFMC and TPJ depending on whether the observed movement was presented simultaneously with the instruction (simultaneous condition) or after participants executed their response (delayed condition). This was reflected in the two-way interaction of REGION (TPJ, aFMC) and DELAY (simultaneous, delayed), F(1, 19) ¼ 4.7, p , 0.05. While in the TPJ the activation for the delayed condition was stronger than for the simultaneous condition the opposite was true for the aFMC. In other words, the aFMC shows an elevated activity only when participants are involved in motor planning and see an incongruent movement. By contrast, the TPJ shows strong activity whenever the observed movement does not match the predicted outcome, namely when the observed movement is incongruent or delayed.
DISCUSSION
These data replicate our previous findings that overcoming interference from imitative behaviour involves the aFMC and the TPJ. However, the present design slightly differed from previous studies in which the observed behaviour was always irrelevant to the executed behaviour. In the simultaneous condition, participants had to select their behaviour on the basis of the observed behaviour (imitation or counterimitation). In this sense, the congruent condition in the present design is an actual imitation condition. Furthermore, our data show that the congruency effect disappears when the movements are presented after motor execution. One might argue that this attenuation of the congruency effect is simply owing to the fact that participants do not attend to the movement when it is presented after movement execution. However, the elevated activation level in the TPJ clearly contradicts this interpretation. If participants did not attend to the delayed movement, why should they show stronger activation in the TPJ? Another potential objection against the present design might be that the imperative stimuli for the simultaneous and the delayed condition are different. However, as we could replicate our previous results in the simultaneous condition and the most relevant manipulation was implemented in the delayed condition, we do not consider this point as very critical for the interpretation of our data.
Most importantly, however, these data strongly suggest that TPJ and aFMC serve different roles in the control of shared representations. Activation of TPJ seems to reflect the outcome of an agency judgement, namely whether the perceived sensory event is related to another agent or not (Farrer & Frith 2002; Farrer et al. 2003) . By contrast, activation in aFMC is elevated only in the simultaneous condition where the motor plan conflicts with the observed behaviour. This can be explained by the involvement of the aFMC in managing the conflict between intended and externally triggered motor representations by enforcing one's own intention. This interpretation is very consistent with the potential role of the aFMC in mentalizing, subserving the representation of intentional states, such as beliefs, desires and intentions for both self and other (Amodio & Frith 2006) . The information provided by the TPJ may possibly also be needed in the aFMC to keep the self and other perspective separate. In more abstract situations of mental state attribution, this mechanism might be required to tag a mental state as belonging to someone else. This is consistent with our idea that elementary, domain-general computations are needed during the inhibition of imitation as well as in social cognition (for a similar view, see Decety & Lamm 2007) .
(a) The 'different-from-me' hypothesis of social cognition The research we have presented so far indicates that two brain areas that can be functionally dissociated are involved in the control of shared representations and in higher order social-cognitive skills, such as mentalizing. But how does this functionalanatomical overlap relate to the proposal that shared representations form the basis for social cognition?
The 'like-me hypothesis' of social cognition (Meltzoff & Decety 2003) says that the experience that someone is 'like me' provides the basis for action understanding and mentalizing. This position suggests that the shared representational system (including the premotor and inferior parietal cortex) plays a fundamental role in action understanding Rizzolatti et al. 1996) , and more complex forms of mentalizing, if the goals and intentions are not transparent (Gallese & Goldman 1998) . However, as outlined above, recent research has consistently identified a network of brain activations in mentalizing tasks that does not include areas with mirror properties (Frith & Frith 1999 . Furthermore, the position that the mirror system is involved in mentalizing has also been criticized on the basis of theoretical arguments (Damasio & Meyer 2008; Dinstein et al. 2008) .
But does this imply that shared representations and mentalizing are not related at all? Our data might provide the missing link between mentalizing and the shared representation system. We suggest that common computational processes subserve both the intentional control of shared representations and also later-developing social-cognitive capacities (Brass & Spengler 2008) . Accordingly, this proposal complements and extends the proposal that shared representations form a basis for action understanding and social cognition (Gallese & Goldman 1998; Rizzolatti & Craighero 2004) . Shared representations may thus be seen as a first step for more advanced mind-reading abilities, as an initial estimation of the goals of the 'mirrored' person . Mirroring the responses of others might be ideal to constantly track and monitor the changing actions and emotions of interaction partners, but this motor or emotional contagion does not always and unequivocally convey the cause for this action or emotion (Mitchell et al. 2006) . Conversely, the formation of higher level mentalizing capacities may be based on the ability to form representations of mental states of others and distinguish the other-perspective from the self-perspective (Decety & Grezes 2006) . Consequently, this conceptualization of mentalizing functions is closely related to the control of a shared representational system as it is indexed by the inhibition of imitation. In accordance with this assumption, self-other distinction is also pivotal to the shared representation model of mental state attribution (Hurley 2005 (Hurley , 2008 . Here, mirroring of actions and thus similarity between self and other arises first, but subsequently a mechanism has to come into play, which allows us to detect distinctions between self-and other-related representations.
From an ontogentetic perspective, a simple mechanism of associating perceptual consequences of an action with the motor program would be sufficient to constitute a shared representational system (Keysers & Perrett 2004; Brass & Heyes 2005) . In the beginning, this system would not differentiate between consequences in the environment that are produced by other agents or oneself. For example, seeing someone else's hand moving can then automatically and unconsciously activate the associated motor representation for this action in the observer. Therefore, shared representations may be considered to be the 'default state' of the sensorimotor system. In the following step, a sense of agency has to be developed by a monitoring system, which is relying on the learning mechanism and the observation that specific sensory events in the environment are contingent upon one's own actions, while others are not. This experience that other people are different from oneself would allow the development of a sense of self and agency in the motor domain, which would in subsequent development be needed in mental state attribution and could thus be seen as a first precondition for later-developing mental states attribution abilities (Rochat 1999) . However, one has to point out that these mechanisms, while being necessary, are not sufficient to develop the ability for mentalizing. In addition, cognitive processes are required that allow the formation, representation and integration of abstract mental content. Regarding functional neuroanatomy, additional areas are needed for mental state attribution, such as the temporal pole and the precuneus (Gallagher & Frith 2003) . Activation of the precuneus is typically also found in self-referential tasks (Northoff & Bermpohl 2004) . Both areas have been associated with the retrieval of autobiographical memory (Fink et al. 1996; Legrand & Ruby 2009 ) and may be needed to create a wider context for the material currently being processed (Gallagher & Frith 2003) . These processes and associated regions are thus required during mentalizing, but not during imitative control, reflected in partly different cortical networks.
(b) Implications for clinical research Implications of this approach can also be applied to the understanding of developmental disorders such as autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). Previous studies in ASDs reported impairments of mentalizing (for an overview, see Frith 2003) , and also weaker activations of typical 'theory of mind areas' (aFMC and TPJ) in neuroimaging studies (e.g. Castelli et al. 2002) . Conversely, a second line of research focused on the integrity of the mirror system in autistic patients and has related this to poor social abilities and deficits in imitative performance in ASDs (Williams et al. 2001 Dapretto et al. 2006) . However, to date, this account is still debated. In contrast to this hypothesis, the view favoured by the current work would predict that autistic patients should have problems in the control of imitative behaviour rather then in imitation per se. Recent evidence revealed no deficit in goaldirected imitation in autistic children, which speaks against a global failure in the mirror system in ASDs (Hamilton et al. 2007 ). It might be therefore possible that the mirror system is not deficient in ASDs, but that this system is not influenced by regions which distinguish between the self and other agents (Frith 2003) . Impairments of such a system could therefore lead to egocentrism, abnormalities in self-awareness and limitations in mentalizing as they can be found in autism (Frith & de Vignemont 2005) . This would also predict that the control of imitation might be related to social abilities (e.g. performance in ToM tasks) in individuals with ASD. In line with this idea, a recent model has suggested that a route responsible for automatic imitation is not generally disturbed, but that the modulation of this route is deficient in ASDs (Hamilton 2008; Southgate & Hamilton 2008 ). This 'top-down modulation' account predicts that functions of aFMC and TPJ are crucial to regulate automatic mimicry. These specific areas might modulate activity in other cerebral regions and therefore our model would predict that the aFMC and TPJ should show abnormal processing in ASDs, rather than typical 'mirror regions'.
CONCLUSIONS
We have briefly summarized evidence for the assumption that perception and execution of action share a common representational basis. Furthermore, we argued that TPJ and aFMC play a crucial role in controlling shared representations, and in mentalizing.
In an fMRI experiment, we could dissociate the role of aFMC and TPJ. Finally, it was proposed that the control of shared representations might provide the missing link between mentalizing and shared representations by providing key processes that are relevant for both domains. In particular, both the inhibition of imitative behaviour and mental state attribution require self/other distinction, implemented by Control of shared representations M. Brass et al. 2365 the TJP, and representing conflicting mental states, presumably related to the aFMC. This work was supported by funding from the European Community's Sixth Framework. Programme (to M.B. and S.S.) under contract number NEST 012929.
